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view JPG/JPEG/PDF images in
photo app and get error invalid
value for registry, here are the
solutions that fix invalid value
for. Partition Table Doctor can
repair invalid partition table,
Repair frequent FAT32, NTFS
Partition Error, Fix disk boot
failure and help you recover
partition. Anonymous said i also
find this step useful by using it,
but a little bit different.. 1. share
one of your folder at c: drive (full
access shared). Recently, my
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When she tried to enter the
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Error messages for Windows
XP Pro. Code: Error Message:
0: The operation completed
successfully. 1: Incorrect
function. Hello Guy's i read all
above and i installed serval web
browsers. The strange thing
what i saw on the cerificate was
the date ,under firefox the
duration was forever. Like many
of the other comments state.
The largest source of this
problem I've seen is missing
fonts. In my case Small Fonts
and Sans Serif were missing
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or Invalid Security Certificate
Problem While Opening
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a very strange and annoying
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